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Chronic and excessive inflammation in skin and joints causes significant morbidity in psoriasis patients. As a prevalent T lymphocyte–mediated disorder, psoriasis, as well as the side effects associated with its treatment, affects patients globally. In this review, recent progress is discussed in the areas of genetics, the immunological synapse, the untangling of the cytokine web and signaling pathways, xenotransplantation models, and the growing use of selectively targeted therapies. Since psoriasis is currently incurable, new management strategies are proposed to replace previous serendipitous approaches. Such strategic transition from serendipity to the use of novel selective agents aimed at defined targets in psoriatic lesions is moving rapidly from research benches to the bedside of patients with this chronic and debilitating disease.

Historical perspective, and clinical and histological features of psoriasis
Psoriasis (OMIM 177900) is an ancient and universal inflammatory disease, initially described at the beginning of medicine in the Corpus Hippocraticum. Hippocrates (460–377 BCE) used the term psora, meaning “to itch.” While the cause of psoriasis remains unknown, it appears to result from a combination of genetic and environmental factors. It is frequently inherited and passed from one generation to the next, but not following a classical autosomal mendelian profile. While it may have originally been confused with leprosy (lepra, “to scale”), it is generally easy to recognize psoriasis when it presents in one of three typical presentations: guttate, pustular, and plaque-stage. Figure 1 provides a clinical view of untreated chronic stationary plaques distributed on the lower back.

Approximately 2–3% of the population worldwide is afflicted by psoriasis. Several authors, including John Updike and Vladimir Nabokov, as well as British experimental dramatist Dennis Potter (The singing detective), carefully recorded the suffering that psoriasis, and side effects of its treatment, had on their lives. Not only can skin lesions be pruritic and disfiguring; in 10–30% of patients there can also be nail dystrophy accompanied by psoriatic arthritis. The inflammation in the joints is similar in some ways to rheumatoid arthritis (RA), although in psoriasis it is a seronegative arthritis (no rheumatoid factor is present in the blood). Thus, the various clinical manifestations of psoriasis make it more than a dermatological nuisance, as it interferes with many normal daily activities, such as use of hands, walking, sleeping, and sexual activity. At least 30% of patients contemplate suicide, which places psoriasis on par with other major medical diseases such as depression, heart disease, and diabetes (1). The most frequent extracutaneous medical problem associated with psoriasis (besides arthritis of small joints) is the inflammatory bowel disorder Crohn disease (2).

Psoriasis can begin at any age, although epidemiological studies demonstrate that it most commonly appears for the first time between the ages of 15 and 25 years (3). It is a lifelong inflammatory disease with spontaneous remissions and exacerbations. In the plaque stage, lesions are characterized as being symmetrically distributed, and well demarcated from adjacent symptomless skin, with erythema topped by white-silvery scale (Figure 1). Many triggering factors initiate or exacerbate psoriasis, including bacterial pharyngitis, stress, HIV-1, and various medications (e.g., lithium and β-blockers). Microscopically, plaque-stage lesions reveal significantly thickened skin with confluent parakeratotic scale (Figure 1; insets compare symptomless skin with psoriatic plaques), loss of the granular cell layer, and increased number of epidermal cell layers with mitotic figures in basal-laver keratinocytes. Rete ridges, representing downward extensions of epidermis, are elongated, and the papillary dermal blood vessels appear tortuous and dilated. The inflammatory cell infiltrate may contain neutrophil collections in the epidermis, but a more consistent finding is the presence of T cells in the dermis and epidermis accompanied by increased numbers of dermal DCs, macrophages, and mast cells.

The history of the treatment of psoriasis is also of interest, as it reflects not only the uncertainty regarding its pathogenesis, but also the limited options available to clinicians in the past. Translational arcs of discovery for therapeutic agents used in psoriasis in the past, present, and future are displayed in Figure 2. Note that in the past, physicians used many different compounds and serendipitously found several that helped treat psoriasis, including arsenic (Fowler’s solution) and ammoniated mercury. In many instances, neither the specific target nor the mechanism of action for the treatment was known. However, current treatments include a new wave of selective therapeutic
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agents that emerged following introduction of cyclosporin A into dermatology clinics, reflecting our ever increasing understanding of psoriasis pathophysiology (4). The next section presents a brief overview of psoriasis pathophysiology, followed by detailed analyses of genetic, immunological, and animal-model developments; we then delve into new therapeutic advances. It should be noted up front that the current listing of psoriasis with other putative autoimmune diseases such as multiple sclerosis is largely based on essentially negative results, reflecting the failure of investigators to consistently isolate a specific infectious agent or identify circulating autoantibodies. As will become clear in the following sections, psoriasis challenges investigators to understand the interplay between genetic-susceptibility alleles and immunological and environmental factors that contribute to the chronic inflammatory process.

Overview: pathophysiology of psoriasis

As mentioned earlier, the cause of psoriasis remains unknown, and there is no cure. Several hypotheses have been advanced and models proposed over the years concerning its pathogenesis. In this section, a brief overview of psoriasis pathophysiology is presented. As one considers hypotheses for psoriasis, it is important to recognize at least three unique and characteristic features of this enigmatic disease: (a) Psoriatic plaques represent highly localized sites of dysregulated growth and inflammation, yet these sites almost never develop into, or harbor, malignant clones of keratinocytes, melanocytes, or T cells (5); (b) Despite significantly altered barrier function due to aberrant epidermal cell differentiation, psoriatic plaques are highly resistant to bacterial, viral, and fungal infections (6); (c) Psoriatic plaques, either spontaneously or after various treatments, can revert back to symptomless or apparently healthy skin, with little or no trace of pre-existing disease activity.

In theories and models advanced to explain psoriatic plaque development, just about every cell type in the lesion has been given center stage. Thus, clinicians and investigators initially focused on the epidermal keratinocyte and viewed psoriatic lesion formation from an “outside-in” perspective (7). Not surprisingly, early therapeutic strategies targeted the hyperplastic epidermis following the lead of oncolologists to arrest keratinocyte growth using antiproliferative agents such as arsenic and, later, methotrexate. Other theories implicated psoriatic fibroblasts (8); neutrophils; mast cells (9); nerve cell endings (10); endothelial cells (11); T lymphocytes (12–14), and, specifically, clonal expansion of T cells (15, 16); and DCs (13). The successful use of cyclosporin, which acts to block cytokine release, resulted in a paradigm shift away from epidermal keratinocytes to various immunocyte populations including T cell subsets and dendritic APCs.

One unifying hypothesis of psoriasis pathophysiology, which assimilated the confederacy of cell types and plethora of soluble mediators, was the cytokine network model (17). In this model, either an exogenously derived stimulus such as trauma, or an endogenous stimulus such as HIV-1, neuropeptides, or ingested medications, was portrayed as triggering a plexus of cellular events by inciting a cascade of cytokines. Initially, this model featured primary pathogenic roles for TNF-α derived from dendritic APCs and keratinocytes, and IFN-γ produced by activated Th1-type lymphocytes. As presented later, considerable experimental data and therapeutic responses in human subjects support the cytokine network theory of psoriasis. While this theory explains the maintenance of psoriatic plaques via establishment of a vicious cycle, precisely how T cells are activated in the genesis of psoriatic lesions is unknown. It is also unknown whether the inciting antigen is self-derived (thereby qualifying psoriasis as an autoimmune disease) or is of non-self origin.

Figure 3 presents a working model for the immunopathogenesis of psoriasis, with emphasis on homeostatic versus pathological trafficking patterns of immunocytes. Symptomless skin (left panel), also known as prepsoriatic or uninvolved skin, is not entirely normal, as numerous molecular differences between symptomless skin and healthy skin from non-psoriatic patients are emerging from global gene expression profiling studies (18). Known mediators regulating trafficking of T cells and DCs in symptomless skin are portrayed, including those chemokines and...
The major genetic determinant for psoriasis is within the PSORS1 region of the MHC on chromosome 6p21, as reported by several independent groups, accounting for 30–50% genetic susceptibility (23). Unfortunately, despite intense study, the definitive gene in this region has not been unequivocally identified. The two most likely candidate loci are HLA-Cw*0602 and the corneodesmosin gene (27), which encodes an adhesive protein expressed by keratinocytes and is important in terminal differentiation of the epidermis, although interpretation is complicated by the extraordinary linkage disequilibrium observed around the MHC. Thus, it is possible that genes such as HLA-Cw6 are in linkage disequilibrium with another gene, or block of genes, at PSORS1. A dosage effect of HLA-Cw*0602 has been observed, where homozygous Cw6 (21). A dosage effect of HLA-Cw*0602 has been observed, where homozygous disposition to psoriasis was the HLA class I allele, specifically HLA-A2 (22). Rapid advancements in human genetic studies have led investigators beyond classical mendelian approaches to use other research methods, including linkage analysis and association-based fine mapping of haplotypes harboring disease-susceptibility alleles with single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis. By using genome-wide scans, investigators have mapped (with varying degrees of confidence) at least six different susceptibility loci, designated PSORS1–PSORS6 (23). A list of potentially important loci, including genetic loci that overlap with other chronic inflammatory diseases such as eczema and RA, is provided in Table 1. Several other psoriasis-susceptibility loci have been mapped, including PSORS7 (1p) and PSORS9 (4q31), and additional studies are ongoing by many laboratories (24, 25) and the International Psoriasis Genetics Consortium (26).

### Genetic studies of psoriasis

Based on pioneering work by Gunnar Lomholt, who explored the relative roles of the environment and heredity in residents of the Faroe Islands (19), and Farber and Nall, who later studied concordance rates in monozygotic twins (~70%) and documented kindreds with multiple afflicted family members (20), a search for the genetic basis of psoriasis began. One of the earliest candidate genes for predisposition to psoriasis was the HLA class I allele, specifically HLA-Cw6 (21). A dosage effect of HLA-Cw*0602 has been observed, where heterozygotes have a relative risk of developing psoriasis of 8.9, compared with 23.1 in homozygous individuals. Also, homozygous individuals experience an earlier onset, but not necessarily a more severe disease course (22). Rapid advancements in human genetic studies have led investigators beyond classical mendelian approaches to use other research methods, including linkage analysis and association-based fine mapping of haplotypes harboring disease-susceptibility alleles with single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis. By using genome-wide scans, investigators have mapped (with varying degrees of confidence) at least six different susceptibility loci, designated PSORS1–PSORS6 (23). A list of potentially important loci, including genetic loci that overlap with other chronic inflammatory diseases such as eczema and RA, is provided in Table 1. Several other psoriasis-susceptibility loci have been mapped, including PSORS7 (1p) and PSORS9 (4q31), and additional studies are ongoing by many laboratories (24, 25) and the International Psoriasis Genetics Consortium (26).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus name</th>
<th>Approximate location</th>
<th>Association with other inflammatory diseases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSORS1</td>
<td>6p21</td>
<td>Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSORS2</td>
<td>17q25</td>
<td>Eczema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSORS3</td>
<td>4q34</td>
<td>Eczema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSORS4</td>
<td>1q21</td>
<td>RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSORS5</td>
<td>9p21</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSORS6</td>
<td>19p13</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2**

Translational arcs of discovery in psoriasis. In the past, therapeutic agents used by dermatologists were generally discovered serendipitously. Current therapeutic agents are characterized by more specific targeting of defined molecules in the pathological pathways, including, most recently, the use of biologics, which target T cells (alefacept, efalizumab, and etanercept; approved by the US Food and Drug Administration [FDA] for the treatment of psoriasis), and TNF inhibitors (etanercept, infliximab, and adalimumab; approved by the FDA for the treatment of RA). Several agents listed (Past column), including corticosteroids and UV-B light, are still currently used by some dermatologists to treat psoriasis patients. Future drug development should provide additional smart drugs that target specific molecular mediators implicated in the immunopathogenesis of psoriasis. Note: Biologics are defined as therapeutic agents produced by organisms through the use of recombinant biotechnology. CsA, cyclosporin A; PUVA, psoralen and UV-A light therapy; Vit, vitamin.
sis (and psoriatic arthritis), since they are expressed on NK cells, as well as NK type T cells (NKT cells), which have been observed in lesional skin and have thus given rise to the consideration of innate immunity in psoriatic lesions (29).

The second most well-characterized disease-susceptibility locus (PSORS2) resides within 17q24–q25. Linkage of psoriasis to this locus has been identified by independent family sets (30, 31). Two candidate genes in this region are SLC9A3R1 and NAT9, which are discussed in the following section (32). To understand how these genotyping results may be linked to the immune system and thereby contribute to the immunopathogenesis of psoriasis, it is helpful to review the role of the immunological synapse in psoriasis and autoimmunity, as described in the next section. It should be noted that the field of human molecular genetics and autoimmunity is progressing rapidly, and the initial view of candidate genes is bewildering, yet intriguing. Next, we provide a working model of the immune synapse of T cells in psoriasis, integrating recent reports describing T cell signaling pathways in autoimmunity.

**Figure 3**
Working model for immunopathogenesis of psoriasis. Multiple stages are proposed for trafficking patterns of immunocytes, involving signals in which symptomless skin is converted into a psoriatic plaque. Symptomless skin is endowed with a confederacy of bone marrow–derived cells, and continuous leukocyte migration between skin and lymph nodes provides immunological vigilance to monitor invading pathogenic organisms. Known mediators of homeostatic trafficking for Langerhans cells (LCs), resident DCs, and T cells are portrayed (left panel). Ideal therapeutic agents for psoriasis should not perturb this physiological process. Following a stimulus, an acute psoriatic lesion forms in which DCs and T cells become activated with formation of an immunological synapse. No consistent antigen has been identified (middle panel). Stimuli may include a danger signal, either an extrinsic, pathogen-associated signal (e.g., pathogen-associated molecules that bind to pattern-recognition Toll-like receptors) or an intrinsic signal derived from within the body (e.g., heat shock proteins that bind to receptors, HIV-1, and ingested medications such as lithium or β-blockers). Once dendritic APCs and T cells become activated, they release cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors that trigger keratinocyte proliferation, altered differentiation, and an angiogenic tissue response. A vicious cycle of continuous T cell and DC activation can be envisioned within the chronic psoriatic plaque (right panel). A list of relevant cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors that likely conspire with resident and recruited cells to create and sustain psoriatic plaques is provided (lower right panel). Key inflammatory events include intraepidermal trafficking by CD8+ T cells and neutrophils.
The immunological synapse and psoriasis

In mature lymphocytes, T cell receptor (TCR) signaling is mediated by formation of a multimolecular complex at the T cell–APC interface, referred to as the immunological synapse (33). The immunological synapse is a discrete cluster of molecules formed between a T cell and an APC that facilitates immune cell interactions. Two major technologies have been used to define events in the immunological synapse: live-cell fluorescent imaging of T cells in contact with supporting plasma bilayers, and real-time confocal imaging of the T cell–APC interface. Key molecular components include the TCR and, surrounding it, a ring of adhesion molecules, such as LFA-1, which can bind to ICAM-1 expressed by the adjacent cell, e.g., a keratinocyte or APC. The LFA-1 component of the synapse is especially important in psoriasis, as a therapeutic agent (anti–LFA-1 antibody; efalizumab) that blocks this adhesive interaction has recently been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of psoriasis (34).

While the immunological synapse controls T cell activation, additional contributory molecules, including other adhesion molecules and costimulatory molecules, also influence T cell responsiveness. The cell surface molecular pairs CD2:LFA-3 (35) and CD28:CD80/CD86 (B7.1/B7.2) are examples. Many of these molecules have also been the subjects of clinical trials in psoriatic patients, in which inhibitory reagents have been designed to block T cell activation. For example, an LFA-3 Ig fusion protein (alefacept) has been found to reduce psoriatic lesions (36), and a different fusion protein, CTLA4Ig, which blocks CD28:CD80/CD86 interactions, also improved psoriatic lesions (37). Attempts to modulate T cells directly in psoriasis include the use of antibodies directed against CD3 (38) and CD4 (39), and a fusion protein containing the cell-binding domain of diphtheria toxin (i.e., denileukin diftitox) has been produced to target and kill activated T cells bearing receptors for IL-2 (40).

For several reasons, the signaling molecules linked to the immunological synapse have become the focus of geneticists interested in defining the molecular basis of autoimmunity (Figure 4). It has...
been suggested that alterations in TCR signaling, which is critical for central tolerance (elimination of autoreactive T cells), may cause a breakdown in thymic negative selection and hence mediate appearance of autoreactive T cells (41). Thus, it is possible that psoriasis patients have inherited mutations that block removal of T cells bearing TCRs with a high affinity for self-antigens, such that upon activation, these autoreactive T cells interact with APCs and keratinocytes to create psoriatic plaques. It should be noted that the field involving the molecular basis that regulates formation of the mature T cell repertoire is complex and rapidly changing, so caution is warranted in ascribing specific roles to the immunological synapse and TCR signaling as regards negative selection in human subjects. Nonetheless, to gain insights into this possible scenario, it is useful to review progress in other autoimmune diseases, beginning with mutations in the proximal components of the TCR signaling pathway (e.g., ZAP-70). Recently, Sakaguchi et al. (42) reported a strain of mice that spontaneously develop a chronic systemic inflammatory disease resembling RA. CD4+ T cells bearing a point mutation in a gene encoding an SH2 domain of ZAP-70, a key upstream signal-transducing molecule, could transfer the disease state in a variety of different mouse strains. Clinical manifestations in this model were also influenced by environmental conditions, including a susceptibility locus in the MHC complex that is analogous to that for psoriasis (PSORS1 and PSORS2). In preliminary studies, this group also identified heterozygous mutations in the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activating motif (ITAM) region of the TCR-ζ chain in 2.5% of RA patients, which is relevant because of the physical association between ITAM and ZAP-70.

Three recent reports also merit consideration, as they involve polymorphisms in regulatory (promoter) regions of genes that impact proper immune synapse function with emergence of autoreactive T cells (43). In Nordic multicase families with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), the strongest candidate for disease association was found to be within the programmed cell death 1 gene (PDCD1) (44). The associated allele of the SNP altered a binding site for runt-related transcription factor 1 (RUNX1). RUNX1 (also known as AML1) belongs to a family of transcription factors that can either inhibit or promote expression of a variety of genes. The transactivating potential of RUNX1 can be enhanced by phosphorylation events mediated by the MAPK pathway. Since PDCD1 encodes a protein (PD-1) with an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM), which could thereby inhibit autoreactive T cells (i.e., participate in peripheral tolerance), deletion of RUNX1-binding sites may contribute to aberrant regulation of PDCD1, leading to dysregulated self-tolerance and persistent lymphocyte activation.

Besides identification of disease-associated regulatory single-nucleotide polymorphisms (rsSNPs) in RUNX-binding sites for lupus, other groups identified rsSNPs in psoriasis and RA patients (31, 45). In psoriatic patients, the rsSNPs of interest may be regulating expression of two separate genes — SLC9A3R1 and NAT9 (32). SLC9A3R1 (solute carrier family 9, isofrom 3 regulating factor 1) is a PD-2 domain-containing phosphoprotein that associates with the ezrin-radixin-moesin family. It can negatively regulate immune synapse function, influencing negative selection during development (central tolerance) and thus leading to the emergence of autoreactive T cells (46), or alter local immune responses in the skin with inappropriate or dysregulated T cell activation. Similarly, NAT9, a new member of the N-acetyltransferase family, alters glycosylation patterns of various immuno-regulatory proteins, including MHC class I, and components of the immunological synapse. In RA patients, the rsSNP may regulate expression of SLC22A4 (solute carrier family 22, isofrom 4), which is an organic cation transporter. The location of this gene is 5q31, a locus also implicated in Crohn disease (47). While this locus contains a cytokine gene cluster, SLC22A4 is not a cytokine, and its specific immunoregulatory role or impact on inflammatory processes is currently unclear. While this specific organic cation transporter does not appear to regulate uptake of L-arginine (48), there is growing interest in the importance of cationic amino acid transporter expression in skin diseases. If SLC22A4 were found to influence L-arginine levels, this could, in turn, modulate extracellular levels of nitric oxide and thereby alter TCR-ζ chain expression (49), providing a further link between the genetics of autoimmune and the immunological synapse. Before finishing this brief review of tonic transporters, it should be noted that a different family of cation/chloride cotransporters has also been implicated in psoriasis (PSORS5) (50).

As can be appreciated from these new clinical trial results and DNA sequencing/genotyping data, advances related to non-antigen-specific (i.e., costimulatory) pathways have outpaced attempts to define or identify a precise antigen in this T-cell-dependent skin disease. Unfortunately, no consistent antigen has been identified, nor has a specific gene been validated, as a definitive cause of psoriasis. Perhaps more gratifying for investigators have been the consensus and progress in defining the cytokine network operative in psoriatic lesions. Indeed, as described next, delineation of cytokine cascades facilitated transition in the clinical arena from serendipity to more selective and highly targeted therapeutics developed specifically for psoriasis.

**Molecular effector pathways in psoriasis**

Figure 3 provides our working hypothesis for the immunopathogenesis of psoriasis. This model contains elements from earlier proposals (13, 17). Multiple signaling pathways are envisioned to contribute to the pathological process whereby symptomless skin is converted to psoriatic plaques. An initial activating signal is portrayed as perturbing epidermal keratinocytes (13). Mild skin trauma, such as a cut or abrasion, in which epidermal keratinocytes are damaged can trigger psoriasis (this is known as the Köbner phenomenon) and a change in the epidermal maturation pathway. Exactly what happens in keratinocytes to create a “danger signal” is unclear (51), but several possible molecular events may occur to activate resting dendritic APCs (52), followed by delivery of an antigenic signal to T cells (so-called signal no. 1). These possible events include perturbation of the barrier function of skin with release of preformed or rapidly produced cytokines such as IL-1 and TNF-α (53); exposure of DCs constitutively expressing MHC class II molecules such as HLA-DR in the epidermis and/or dermis to bacterial products from skin flora (54), including superantigens (55); release of heat shock proteins from epidermal keratinocytes that could bind to CD91 expressed by dendritic APCs (56); exposure of keratinocytes and dendritic APCs to glycolipids that bind to CD1d (57, 58); and engagement of Toll-like receptors on dendritic APCs by unspecified molecular determinants (59).

The next step involves delivery of additional costimulatory signals (signal no. 2), which is likely to involve CD28 and B7 family members including B7.1 (CD80) and B7.2 (CD86) based on in vitro and in vivo studies (37, 60). New B7-related family members...
(and their ligands) have been identified, and it will be interesting to determine whether they also play a role in the pathogenesis of psoriasis. Once T cells and dendritic APCs are fully activated, they can create a “cytokine storm” composed of numerous cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors, as summarized in the lower right panel of Figure 3. A vicious cycle can then be envisioned in which keratinocytes, endothelial cells, neutrophils, and immunocytes in the vicinity become activated and conspire in the creation of a psoriatic plaque. Macrophages are also present, and it remains to be determined whether they are functioning to enhance the inflammatory response or to limit local immune reactions.

One of the first questions addressed by investigators was whether a polarized Th1- versus Th2-type cytokine-production profile would apply to human diseases. Initial analysis of psoriatic plaques with rather limited cytokine analysis revealed a Th1-type profile (61, 62). IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-12, but not IL-4, IL-5, or IL-10, were documented within psoriatic plaques at the mRNA and protein levels. As investigators probed the interactions among the Th1-type cytokines in vitro, it became apparent that there was synergy between IFN-γ and TNF-α with regard to production of adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1, and chemotactic polypeptides such as IL-8 or monocyte chemotactic activating factor-1 (MCAF-1). The challenging task of integrating the in vitro and in vivo findings into a coherent cytokine network that had spatial and temporal validity was first undertaken in 1991 (17). This initial portrayal of the cytokine network in psoriasis placed TNF-α at center stage as a key primary cytokine involved in the induction and maintenance of plaques. Polymorphisms in genes regulating cytokine production have been identified for TNF-α and other inflammatory mediators (63, 64). Given pleiotropic effects by which TNF-α influences a wide variety of cell types in both skin and joints of psoriatic patients, several pharmaceutical companies began targeting this cytokine, using two approaches. However, before we enter the therapeutic arena, additional details of the cytokine network are presented.

During the past decade, numerous reports have provided additional molecular details concerning the cytokine network in psoriatic plaques including chemokines, growth factors, and signal transduction pathways. With the advent of high-throughput cDNA-based microarrays, this list has grown exponentially (65, 66). Space constraints do not permit a complete summary of all of these mediators; however, some of the most prominent components are listed in Figure 3. Besides these mediators, consideration of high-mobility group B1 (HMGB1) protein binding to its receptor, receptor for advanced-glycation end products (RAGE) (65), is warranted, since HMGB1 influences cytokines such as TNF-α. In other chronic inflammatory diseases, HMGB1 is also considered an important regulator (67). Production of cytokines derived from APCs includes TNF-α (68) and IL-23 (69, 70). T cells are the likely source for IFN-γ, IL-15 (71, 72), and IL-17 (73), whereas keratinocytes can produce IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8, as well as IL-18 (74) and IL-20 (75). Besides these cytokines, numerous chemokines and chemokine receptors are present in psoriatic plaques. When chemokines bind to their respective receptors, they activate the cells, which may be important not only for recruitment into the skin, but also for their local release of cytokines and growth factors.

Chemokines and chemokine receptors of interest in the immunopathogenesis of psoriasis include TARC (CCL17), MIG (CXCL9), IP10 (CXCL10), MDC (CCL22), and RANTES (CCL5), as recently reviewed by Krueger (4), as well as CXCR2, CXCR3, CCR4, CCL27-CCR10, MIP3α (CCL20), MIP3β (CCL19), and CCR6. In addition, nitric oxide is present, which may contribute to an angiogenic tissue reaction, accompanied by many growth factors present at elevated levels within psoriatic plaques, including TGF-β, IGFB-1, keratinocyte growth factor (KGF), VEGF, nerve growth factor (NGF), amphiregulin, and IL-20 (4). Given the plethora of these cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors, it should not be surprising that the end result is a thick, erythematous scaly plaque. In general, activated CD4+ T cells are primarily located in the dermis and CD8+ T cells in the psoriatic epidermis, accompanied by tangled collections of dendritic APCs predominately located in the dermis.

Besides those molecules listed, potentially important signaling pathways including NF-κB, STAT-1, STAT-3, and IFN-α- and IFN-γ-inducible proteins are also now on the radar screen of psoriasis research (65, 66). Not only can high-throughput cDNA-based technology be used to identify specific transcripts that are elevated in psoriatic plaques; sequential analysis of plaques following treatment can be completed to explore the pharmacogenomics of psoriasis (65). Knowing which transcripts are reduced as lesions improve provides potential new therapeutic targets for future clinical trials, as detailed in the last section of this review. In the next section, additional lessons regarding the immunopathogenesis of psoriasis, derived from two different animal models, are reviewed. Besides xenogeneic animal models, transgenic murine models are important, as exemplified by a recent report in which genetic inactivation of a chemokine receptor 2 unexpectedly provoked a severe disease state similar to human RA, rather than the predicted reduction in inflammation (76).

**Lessons learned from xenogeneic animal models**

Up until the introduction of cyclosporin A, the prevailing dogma in dermatology was that psoriasis fundamentally represented a disease of epidermal keratinocytes (77). Early clinical evidence implicating bone marrow–derived immunocytes as primary pathogenic cells emanated from bone marrow transplantations. Formal proof that psoriasis could be transferred by immunocytes required use of animal models in which human skin was engrafted onto SCID mice (78, 79). SCID mice are a strain with introduced mutations that render them genetically incapable of producing either T cells or B cells but retain their capacity to produce neutrophils and NK cells. Hence, they cannot reject human skin grafts and became widely used for organ-engraftment studies. It should be noted that psoriasis appears to be a uniquely human disease, as it has never been observed in primates or other animals. Moreover, given the likelihood that psoriasis is polygenic, attempts to develop transgenic rodent models with single-gene mutations or deletions have failed to generate skin lesions with all the relevant clinical, histological, and immunophenotypic abnormalities.

The ability to create bona fide psoriatic plaques using human skin grafted onto SCID mice opened up new avenues of investigation. Two important sets of observations will be highlighted. First, these new in vivo–based tools allowed researchers to determine whether pathogenic T cell subsets included CD4+ or CD8+ T cells, and whether other T cell subsets, such as NK cells, may be relevant to psoriasis. The initial observation in which prepsoriatic skin was converted to psoriatic plaques using the SCID-Hu model suggested that CD4+ T cells, but not CD8+ T cells, were capable of triggering psoriasis (80). A second group, using a pure murine inflammatory skin model supported this conclusion (81). Results implicating CD4+ T cells were unexpected, as the genetic data overwhelmingly implicated
HLA-Cw6 (21, 23), an MHC class I molecule usually linked to CD8+ T cells rather than CD4+ T cells. This surprising result led to a search for other surface receptors on CD4+ T cells that can recognize MHC class I molecules such as molecules shared by NK cells (so-called NKT cells). Indeed, two independent groups have now found evidence for a possible role of NKT cells in the immunopathogenesis of psoriasis (82, 83). However, the precise identity of the actual pathogenic T cell is not currently known. Intraepidermal CD8+ T cells, which are activated and present in psoriatic plaques, might actually be the true pathogenic T cell, particularly since HLA-Cw6 remains the strongest genetic candidate locus for psoriasis susceptibility.

The second set of observations related to use of the SCID-Hu model has shown that the model is useful as a pharmacologically validated experimental tool for preclinical screening of promising therapeutic agents. Numerous reports have now described the favorable responses of engrafted psoriatic plaques to a wide range of agents targeting a variety of putative molecular mediators (72, 84–86). Not only can the SCID-Hu model assist the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, but response of grafted human skin to the targeted pathways will also provide valuable new insights into the relevance of specific molecules in maintaining the psoriatic phenotype. Such new insights are unlikely to be achieved by examination of various cell types only in tissue culture, or by the use of transgenic rodents.

Besides the SCID-Hu xenogeneic model, a new and different approach has recently been described in which psoriatic plaques are spontaneously created. This animal model uses AGR129 mice (which are deficient in type I and type II IFN receptors) and has recombination-activating gene 2 knocked out (87). When symptomless skin is engrafted onto AGR129 mice, plaques spontaneously develop without exogenous delivery of CD4+ T cells. Moreover, when human skin is serially examined after transplantation, resident human T cells undergo local proliferation with production of TNF-α. Such T cell proliferation and cytokine release are crucial for development of a psoriatic phenotype, since selective agents used to block T cell proliferation (anti–human CD3 antibody) or TNF inhibitors (infliximab or etanercept) prevent conversion of prepsoriatic skin to psoriatic plaques.

Taken together, these results warrant a paradigm shift in which resident T cells and APCs are viewed as necessary and sufficient for induction of psoriasis. The precise mechanism underlying resident T cell proliferation and cytokine release is unclear, but AGR129 mice differ from SCID mice in that they lack NK cells. Thus, AGR129 mice may serve as a host that cannot reject human CD4+ T cells or DCs in the graft by virtue of the absence of NK cells. Furthermore, the lack of IFN receptors in AGR129 mice may facilitate a cytokine milieu (including IL-7 or IL-23) conducive to activation of resident T cells and APCs. Figure 5 (A) T cell–targeted therapies in psoriasis. Two FDA-approved biologics (alefacept and efalizumab) are portrayed; the molecular target is identified on the T cell surface (upper panels). Note that the site of action of these agents is depicted in the skin, but the therapeutic efficacy may include other anatomical sites such as lymph nodes or other secondary lymphoid tissues. Alefacept targets the CD2:LFA-3 ligand/receptor interactions, whereas efalizumab targets the LFA-1:ICAM-1 ligand/receptor pair of surface molecules expressed by T cells and APCs, respectively. (B) The clinical response of a patient with severe psoriasis (left) to efalizumab administered for 2 months. Note the almost complete clearing of lesions on the lower extremities and hand (right).
and proliferation of dormant pathogenic T cells residing in the pre-psoriatic skin. Before conclusion of this section, three additional points should be emphasized. First, the AGR129 results support a key pathogenic role for TNF-α in the creation of plaques. Second, these results nicely complement earlier results using SCID mice in which engraftment of psoriatic plaques revealed a sustained phenotype after transplantation, indicating that immunocytes contained within the plaque were necessary and sufficient for maintenance of the chronic inflammatory pathological process. Third, to our knowledge, the AGR129 mouse model represents the first spontaneous animal model for a human autoimmune disease process, and it will facilitate development and testing of agents that could be used to prevent, rather than simply reverse, psoriatic lesions.

However, there are limitations in using xenograft models. First, engrafted skin has been disconnected from its lymphatic drainage, and, upon engraftment onto mice, no further human bone marrow-derived cells can participate in lesion formation; this precludes studies of trafficking between circulating cells and skin. Second, the models are cumbersome and require availability of patients willing to donate keratome samples from their skin. Third, the surgical procedure used to procure tissue, as well as the transplantation process, may produce wound-healing responses that complicate interpretation of the results. Next, a review of exciting new clinical developments that improve psoriatic skin lesions and psoriatic arthritis is presented.

**Immunological targeted therapy in psoriasis**

Because of space limitations, this section is not a complete review of all agents used or tested for management of psoriatic patients; it focuses instead on T cell–targeted treatments recently approved by the FDA, and those agents that target cytokines. Figure 5 profiles two different T cell–targeted therapies approved by the FDA. Alefacept is an LFA-3 Ig fusion protein that interferes with CD2: LFA-3 interactions (upper left panel). Efalizumab is an anti–LFA-1 antibody that interferes with LFA-1:ICAM-1 interactions, which also improves psoriatic lesions (upper right and lower panels). Besides these T cell–targeted therapies, three main cytokine-targeted approaches have been successfully used in the treatment of RA (Figure 2), psoriatic arthritis (4), and psoriatic skin lesions.

In the first approach, small molecules were developed that prevent cytokine release from immunocytes. Initial success was obtained using cyclosporin A, which is a calcineurin inhibitor that blocks signal transduction pathways that lead to cytokine release. Another calcineurin inhibitor is tacrolimus, which is 50–100 times more potent than cyclosporin A (88). Other immunosuppressant drugs that block cytokine release and have been found to be effective in psoriasis include sirolimus (rapamycin) (89) and pimecrolimus (ASM981) (90). These agents are derived from various soil fungi, contrasting sharply with a new wave of biological agents obtained using recombinant DNA technology.

The other two strategies, based on use of biotechnology, attempt to neutralize cytokines once they are produced. Several agents target TNF-α, although many other approaches that target different cytokines such as IFN-γ and the p40 subunit shared by IL-12 and IL-23 are under active study. One strategy, using recombinant biotechnology to neutralize TNF-α, is to produce highly specific mAb’s that bind TNF-α, thereby preventing it from interacting with its surface receptors. Examples of such neutralizing antibodies against TNF-α include both chimeric antibodies (proteins containing a predominantly human backbone sequence combined with murine amino acid sequences), such as infliximab (91), and the fully humanized antibody adalimumab (92). The second strategy produces soluble receptors lacking signaling domains so as to bind and thereby neutralize TNF-α. This strategy derived from consideration of how viruses escape immunosurveillance using soluble receptors. Examples of soluble receptors are etanercept, which binds TNF-α and improves psoriatic arthritis and skin lesions (93, 94); and oncepur, which improves Crohn disease (95).

Not only do many of the aforementioned treatments targeting TNF-α clearly benefit the majority of patients with psoriatic skin lesions, but they also can improve the inflammatory process in psoriatic joints, as well as in patients with RA and inflammatory bowel diseases such as Crohn disease. However, not all of these drugs work equally well in all patient groups, nor does the same drug necessarily improve both skin and joint manifestations equally. Also, since these drugs require injections for systemic delivery, there are injection-site reactions and concerns about potential infectious complications and oncological issues that will require long-term follow-up and clinical vigilance.

Finally, as a derivative of the second biotechnology approach, i.e., counterattack of existing cytokines, investigators are also producing recombinant human Th2 cytokines, and administering them to try to nullify the Th1-type cytokines or facilitate selective cytokine skewing of pathogenic T cells. Examples include delivery of IL-10 (96), IL-11 (65, 97), or IL-4 (98). While anti-inflammatory effects of IL-10 and IL-11 were relatively modest compared with those of the TNF-α inhibitors, clearly the entire field is rapidly moving from nonspecific treatments such as arsenic, corticosteroids, methotrexate, and UV light to more selective treatments aimed at defined pathogenic targets for patients with psoriasis and other chronic inflammatory diseases.

**Future directions**

There is no question that advances in understanding the cellular immunology and biology of psoriasis, when coupled with the biotechnology revolution and rapid advances derived from human genetic studies of autoimmunity, have enhanced insights into the cause and treatment of psoriasis. However, we still lack a cure for this common and enigmatic disease, and we have not unequivocally identified genes or antigens responsible for its occurrence worldwide. Moreover, many patients still experience significant side effects from currently available treatments, including development of skin cancers in nonlesional skin (with psoralen and UV-A light therapy), abnormal renal function (with cyclosporin A), and liver abnormalities (with methotrexate), to name a few.

As should be evident from this review, these are exciting times for clinicians and scientists interested in chronic inflammatory diseases such as psoriasis. Figure 6 emphasizes that there are still new innovations worth considering in psoriasis research. Future potential targets include T cell trafficking, T cell activation, cytokine inhibitors, and counteroffensive strategies. Briefly, trafficking targets may include very late antigen-1 (VLA-1, or α6β1 integrin) expressed by T cells, which mediates binding to ECM molecules including collagen I and IV. Antibody against VLA-1 inhibits cutaneous hypersensitivity and arthritis in animal models (99). Another trafficking-related target is VLA-4, which recognizes VCAM-1, and antibodies against VLA-4 improve multiple sclerosis and Crohn disease (100). T cell activation may also be impacted by these antibodies against surface molecules, as well as by other agents, that target various components of the immu-
Innovations in psoriasis therapy. Future potential targets in the treatment of psoriasis are depicted. These therapeutic opportunities can be considered in the context of four broad areas: (I) T cell trafficking, (II) T cell activation, (III) cytokine inhibitors, and (IV) counteroffensive strategies. To enhance patient compliance and safety, anti-inflammatory and next-generation immunosuppressants ideally would be able to be ingested rather than injected.
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